This is a collection of tools for every installation, every need, and for minor emergencies.

Our technical and commercial department is ready to design to your requirements.

Mini Dilo Series

**Portable vacuum pump unit B078R06**
- 10 m³/h vacuum pump with exhaust filter
- final vacuum < 1 mbar
- vacuum gauge (-1 to 0 bar)
- ball valve DN8
- 3 m long rubber hose DN8 with DILO coupling tongue part DN8

**Vacuum compressor unit B093R01**
- 1.2 m³/h vacuum compressor
- final vacuum during gas recovery < 50 mbar
- solenoid valve, pressure switch
- DILO couplings DN8
- electric control

**Compressor unit B095R10**
- 1 m³/h compressor
- final pressure pe 50 bar
- particle filters
- filling pressure reducer
- DILO couplings DN8

**Operating panel B132R01**
- gauges
- ball valves DN8
- filling pressure reducer
- DILO couplings DN8
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